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Modern mechatronic systems are currently experiencing

immense changes in the fourth industrial revolution with

the recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) tech-

niques, big data analytics, cutting-edge telecommunication

technologies, control theory and microelectronics. Mecha-

tronic systems become highly multidisciplinary with an

ever-increasing synergistic integration of mechanical,

electrical/electronic, control and information disciplines.

The complex technical changes urge the modern mecha-

tronic systems to exhibit more stable and excellent oper-

ating performance, in terms of strong robustness and

reliability, design simplicity and smartness. However,

mechatronic systems are continuously facing technical

challenges and difficulties, under the parametric and/or

structural uncertainties, undesired external disturbances,

fast-varying references, sensor noises, nonlinearities,

mechanical and mechatronic component failures and/or

restricted online computing time of the control execution.

In order to further address the above concerns and improve

the overall performance of mechatronic systems, many

computational intelligence (CI) technologies (fuzzy logic,

neural networks, reinforcement learning, AI, etc.) have

been popularly utilized to assist with the modeling, control

and estimation of mechatronic systems, which attract

considerable attention among researchers and engineers

from academia and industry. Meanwhile, the latest devel-

opments of sensors, microcontrollers, DSP, FPGA, etc.,

also enhance the real-time CI-based control and estimation

implementations of mechatronic systems.

The submitted manuscripts were reviewed by experts

from both academia and industry. After two to three rounds

of reviewing, the highest quality papers were accepted for

this special issue. This special issue will be published by

Neural Computing and Applications as special issues.

Totally, 20 papers are suggested to EiC for acceptance. The

selected papers are summarized as follows.

Jung et al. [1] propose weighted recursive Gaussian

process (WRPG) to overcome the effect of arm position

change in estimating a subject’s wrist movement of

biomechatronic systems. An adaptive backstepping integral

nonsingular terminal sliding mode control (BINTSMC)

based on extreme learning machine (ELM) for trajectory

tracking control of robotic manipulators is proposed by

Gao et al. [2]. MahmoudZadeh et al. [3] present an efficient

data collection strategy exploiting a team of unmanned

aerial vehicles (UAVs) to monitor and collect the data of a

large distributed sensor network usually used for environ-

mental monitoring, meteorology, agriculture and renew-

able energy applications. Tu et al. [4] study a novel

scheme for the tracking problem of nonlinear systems,

where two reinforcement learning algorithms are proposed

to design the optimal control law. Tang el al. [5] introduce

a deep neural network (DNN)-based hierarchical learning

optimization method to establish an online approach to

focused coordination dispatch problems in multi-regional

power grid with interconnected tie-lines. Lan et al. [6]

propose an integrated condition monitoring method com-

bining model-based fault diagnosis and data-driven prog-

nosis is proposed for steer-by-wire (SBW) system using

optimized ELM (OELM). Yang et al. [7] focus on the

finite-time lag synchronization (FTLS) of uncertain com-

plex networks involving impulsive disturbance effects. A

radial basis function (RBF) neural network-based integral
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terminal sliding mode controller for tackling the problem

of attitude stabilization control of spacecraft under angular

velocity constraint is investigated in Yu et al. [8]. Jin et al.

[9] adopt an adaptive neural network (NN)-based control

technique to deal with the nonlinearities and uncertainties

for the trajectory tracking to achieve finite-time control of

wheeled robotic systems with nonlinear dynamics and

uncertainties. Sun et al. [10] present a double-hidden-layer

output feedback neural network fast nonsingular terminal

sliding mode control strategy for path-tracking tasks of

autonomous vehicles.

Wang et al. [11] use a novel concurrent semi-supervised

model to estimate the remaining useful life of the aero-

engine. Ping et al. [12] use the neural network (NN) to

approximate the solution of the discrete regulator equations

(DREs) for tackling the tracking problem of the inverted

pendulum on a cart (IPC) system. Li et al. [13] use iterative

learning scheme to track the fault signals in a class of

nonlinear nonrepetitive systems that subject to iteration-

dependent references. Fathi et al. [14] evaluate the per-

formance and suitability of four different metaheuristic

algorithms for optimal sizing of standalone microgrids in

remote area. Tan et al. [15] propose a novel algorithm

based on minimizing the area of a boundary enclosing

partial scan data points for detecting both the pose and

assembly of tubular joints with the aid of reference ideal

models. Yan et al. [16] study the evasion guidance for air-

breathing hypersonic vehicles (AHVs) against unknown

pursuer dynamics, where the gradient descent is employed

for parameter estimation of the unknown dynamics of the

pursuer. Fang et al. [17] present a method for minimizing

the power consumption of a data-center cooling system by

optimizing the airflow pattern and the supplied cold air

temperature simultaneously. Hu et al. [18] use ELM to

learn changing rate of lumped uncertainties in an adaptive

full order terminal sliding mode-based electronic throttle

valve control system. Mohammadi et al. [19] present a

model-free integral reinforcement learning (RL) strategy

for nonlinear autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) that

subject to multi-asymmetric constrained inputs. Zheng

et al. [20] study an ELM based field-oriented feedback

linearization speed control (ELMFOFLC) to enhance the

robustness and tracking performance of a permanent

magnetic synchronous motor (PMSM) system.
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